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Grout or NMG (No More Gaps) can be used with 
colour mixed in to match panel colours. As NMG 
is shiny it should be carefully overpainted with a 
suitable matching colour. Using fillers, care must 
be taken to keep a neat, clean and smooth surface.
Once joints are filled, it may be necessary to 
repaint the panels to ensure colour consistency.

Corner Details
External: We advise to use:
1. birds mouth joint
2. mitred with express flat bar
3. custom-made profiling
Internal: We advise to use:
1. shadow line joint
2. custom-made profiling

Note:
Stonini panels are a handmade custom product. 
Variations and slight imperfections are part of the 
inherent nature of the product and may occur 
slightly in thickness and/or size. Large panels have 
some degree of flexibility.

INSTALLATION

Fixing
Stonini panels are easy to install, the weight is 
only 15kg per m2. The panels can be glued directly 
to an existing wall; 12mm MDF substrate is the 
recommended substrate for the easiest manner 
of installation. Other alternative substrates are: 
Standard Gypsum wall, plywood lamination finish, 
Cement Render, Block Wall, CD Plywood (without 
knots), FC Sheet; all substrate surfaces are to be 
smooth and free of any defects. We advise you to 
use gloves.

Storage
Stonini panels are flexible and when stacked on 
each other for a period of time bowing may occur. 
Turn the panels upside down overnight or longer if 
necessary to flatten; this will make the panel return 
to its original shape.

Cutting
It is recommende to use panel saws with sharp 
tungsten blade. Do not use a hand held cutter. 
Cut the panels upside down with care.

Joints
Stonini panels do not appear seamless; joints 
will be noticeable. These textural, handmade 
panel can be butt joined horizontally provided 
inconsistencies are acceptable to design 
requirements, or expressed. Please contact your 
Premium Panels specialist for further information 
as to horizontal joints. Vertical joints should be 
expressed.

Express joints with:
- flat bar on edge
- recessed shadow space
- C-channel with our without timber space infill

Connectivity
Our strength in years of 

experience

COLLECTION
As from 70m2 we can supply these patterns in any 
color you require.

ADELAIDE

ALICE SPRINGS

CANBERRA

MELBOURNE

SYDNEY
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STONINI
Your 3D stone experience

The power of aesthetics on soul, mind, health & 
behaviour of people cannot be under estimated. 
Our Stonini profilestone collection will enable 
designers to create a higher level of quality, 
luxury, and sophistication: why not value the 
richness, health & uniqueness of people?

Stonini profilestone is designed and manufactured 
in Australia; handcrafted, eco-friendly, light-weight, 
and with different unique surfaces. The surface 
of our Stonini panels is made by an innovative 
moulding - profiling technique. The different 
range of 3D finishes is made of a combination of 
high grade acrylic polymer in combination with 
fiberglass which makes the product flexible and 
shock resistant. 

You would like to value the individual in larger, 
public projects? Our Stonini range combines 
the beautifulness of natural stone with practical 
characteristics such as non flammability, easy 
installation, and durability.

We can offer you the different Stonini surfaces in 
standard ivory, or we can propose a coated version 
which could match with the tones of the other 
elements in your design project.

Our challenge, your choice

PREMIUM PANELS
Philosophy

In this modern world, people are becoming more 
conscientious about their environment and value 
the benefits of doing positive things for the future. 
This is reflected in what is expected of the spaces 
they are living in: an environment with ‘touchable’ 
materials, which inspire warmth & comfort, offer 
solutions to individual or group needs and take 
care about the environment and health. 

At the same time, just because you want your 
space to be efficient, sustainable, healthy, and 
comfortable, does not mean that it cannot be 
innovative and beautiful.

It goes without saying; if you want to create a truly 
stylish atmosphere, putting the right decoration 
on your walls will make all the difference. 

We found there is a need to find eco-conscious 
design-products to higher levels of quality, luxury, 
and sophistication: High class products with a 
message!

Premium Panels, your choice
We, Premium Panels, have more than 20 years 
experience in interior projects & design and are 
constantly developing our portfolio with high 
class interior design products. Our products are all 
handmade and recognized as eco-friendly. 

As projects today require both affordable products 
which are easy to use and products which can 
satisfy the individual, we have chosen to offer 
products which are a blend of both high class 
aesthetic and technical elements.

We believe that our collections of Stack Panel -, 
Stonini Profilestone -, and Luxface Ecoresin will 
enable an architect or interior designer to create 

a favorable technical solution and also reply to the 
individual wishes of the end customer.   

Premium Panels, our mission
Delivering a project in these days is all about 
connecting companies, products, and people. We, 
Premium Panels, want to understand where, why, 
when, and by whom our products will be used. We 
are interested in the idea behind your project, this 
in order to assure that there will be a match with 
the idea behind the product.

Convince yourselves, and check our collections on 
our website: www.premium-panels.com.

Premium Panels, your service
Throughout Europe we work with a network 
of product specialists: Your Premium Panels 
commercial representative or agent. Please do 
not hesitate to get in touch with your personal 
contact through our headquarters, based in The 
Netherlands.

Your Premium Panels team.

SPECIFICATIONS
Please find below the most important technical 
characteristics. Should you require more detailed 
information about the Stonini-products or the 
installation of it, do not hesitate to contact your 
Premium Panels specialist.

KEY FEATURES
• Panel: 1800 x 600mm
• Weight: 15kg/m2

• Easy installation
• Time and labour efficient 
 installation
• High tensile strength
• Rather high flexibility
• High impact strength
• Eco-friendly 
• Adds warmth and colour

KEY APPLICATIONS
• Bulkheads
• Airports
• Hospitals
• Elderly homes
• Cafes / restaurants
• Hotels
• Commercial fit outs
• Shop fit outs
• Stair wells
• Feature walls
• Board rooms
• Passengerships 

Economy
We provide you with the most 
efficiënt and economic way to work 
with Premium-Panels’ products

General description Stonini is an innovative molded   
 profiled surface, made of high-  
 grade quality acrylic polymer   
 and fiberglass. The different range  
 of profiles replicates the    
 appearance of natural stone. It   
 is affordable, simple to specify   
 and easy to install

Sizes 1800 x 600mm

Thickness Between 0,5 and 1,5cm

Weight 15kg/m2

Finishes Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne,   
 Adelaide, Alice Springs

Installation Stonini can be glued on an existing wall

Safety  The performance of Stonini for   
EFHI shown it superiority   
resistance to early fire hazards   
and to be considered one of the   
preferred products for the   
building industry

Key Features  High tensile strength - above   
average flexibility - high impact   
strength - good elongation -   
possible to paint in any color

Ecology
Sustainable and transparent 
production methods to keep 
a clear conscience


